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       It’s that time of  year again – Congesta Technologies, Inc., has rolled out the latest batch of  their 
perennial bestselling product, The Flu™, and I’ve been lucky enough to get a trial sample. I’d encourage 
any and all curious Reedies to join me in acquiring The Flu™ while supplies last – you’d be surprised 
what a positive impact it could have on your everyday life. Here are just a few of  the advantages you can 
expect if  you try The Flu™:

1.      Spending an entire week sitting in bed sweating and watching stupid movies (I be-
came quite the expert on early ‘80s Harold Ramis comedies) could be just what it takes 
to provide relief  from the monotony of  mid-semester schoolwork. Not only will The 
Flu™ provide a quarantine-mandated break from classes, but it will also be so miserable 
that any other week will look like heaven by comparison!

2.      It can be hard to find time to get in shape during a busy workweek schedule. I’m 
sure many of  you have already broken down and admitted you’ll never accomplish your 
New Year’s resolutions. Don’t worry – with the constant coughing you’ll get from The 
Flu™, you can get a full core workout without leaving the comfort of  your own bed. 
Plus, nurses will tell you to refrain from roaming around campus and potentially spread-
ing your virus – confining you to your room and cutting Commons ice cream bars , 
stripadillas, and vegan brownies entirely out of  your diet!

3.      Thinking about quitting smoking? The Flu™ can help. After a week spent getting 
intimately acquainted with the feeling of  coughing snot out of  my lungs, I’ll be thinking 
twice before going to the Paradox for more Kamel Reds.

       Of  course, The Flu™ isn’t for everyone, and it can lead to less handy conditions 
and complications (including bronchitis, acne from the night sweats, and existential 
crises caused by the realization that you’ve done nothing all week yet don’t feel any less 
accomplished than usual). But after all, as Friedrich Nietzsche once said in his famous 
2007 single, “That which does not kill me / Can only make me stronger”. Your newly 
improved immune system will thank you, as will the RNA-based viruses whose repro-

duction you will have graciously hosted in your nuclei.
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Boehner Pees on Americans, 
calls it “rain.”

     Controversy erupted on capitol hill last week when Speaker John Boehner (R-OH) spent 
hours locked in a cycle of  drinking large amounts of  water, tackling people, urinating on 
them, and telling them it’s rain.

        “Don’t worry, it’s just rain!” Boehner was caught yelling at Joseph Gerbersmith, a 
resident of  Boehner’s congressional district, as he chased after him, urine leaking down the 
leg of  his pants.  “It won’t be that bad! Rain happens all the time!”

         “I was extremely uncomfortable,” Gerbersmith told Pamphlette reporters, after 
escaping Boehner’s grasp and taking three showers.  “He kept shouting that it was rain, but 
it clearly wasn’t.  It was pee.  I don’t know if  I’m going to vote for him again.”

           While members of  the American public Boehner urinated on unanimously agreed 
they had been peed on and had stern words for the Speaker of  the House, opinion among 
public officials Boehner urinated on was more divided.  “Honestly, I don’t see what all 
the hooey is about,” said Representative Tom Price (R-GA), who was still damp when ap-
proached by the Pamphlette.  “It felt like rain to me.  People are exaggerating the urine-ness 
of  the rain.”
           Speaker Boehner has not yet released an official statement, but the latest tweet on 
his twitter account reads “the rain wasn’t piss but if  it was it’s b/c Obama #Obamarain-
piss”

Vegan options available!
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Scientists Discover Lost 
Continent

Get The Flu ™

     According to The Australian, a research team has found a mysterious “microcontinent” 
hiding in the ocean next to Africa. Unfortunately, the rebellious landmass has chosen to 
appear in the Indian Ocean, so it refuses to respond to the name “Atlantis.” The geolo-
gists tried several names, but much to their chagrin, the slab of  crust wouldn’t budge.

     “It’s probably hopeless,” concedes Norwegian scientist Olaf  Kjørslvik. “Its true name 
is most likely in some ancient tectonic language that neither humans nor any currently 
extant species can pronounce. As much as we’d like to make use of  this extra land to hold 
all our extra people and shit, there’s no way we can get to it without summoning the plate 
in its native tongue. It’s really a shame.”

      Even the most highly trained demon conjurers have tried their hand at calling for the 
elusive bit of  hidden earth, but even if  they could get the name right, their pentacles are 
definitely too small, according to Kjørslvik. The so-called microcontinent is at least the 
size of  Greenland, and it is stubbornly stuck under the sea with electromagnetic forces.

      On the bright side, the discovery is likely to provide inspiration for countless sci-fi and 
fantasy media. In a Feb. 22 interview, J.J. Abrams stated that he is already developing an 
outline for a TV drama with the premise that a plane crashes on an unfamiliar landmass in 
the middle of  the ocean and a ton of  supernatural shit happens. “I won’t spoil much,” he 
says, “but there will probably be polar bears, a hippie scientist commune, and a series of  
numbers that pop up everywhere.”
 
      Creative interpretations aside, the newly discovered but as of  yet useless continent is 
sparking plenty of  speculation among geologists. According to Kjørslvik, “Even if  this 
can’t be the solution to overpopulation, global warming, or nuclear warfare, it may answer 
some lingering questions, such as how the fuck Pangaea fit together.”

Boehner, here seen releasing fluids through his eyes rather than his urethra.

“Reed Genitalia” Debuts Tomorrow
This past year has seen the advent of  many new Reed community services, with the latest, 
Reed Void, appearing last week.  However, Reed Genitalia, which launches tomorrow, 
promises to “blow them all away.”

           “Delivereed takes the social interaction out of  getting food,” Reed Genitalia’s 
Facebook page reads.  “Reed Void takes the social interaction out of  courtship.  Reed 
Releases took the social interaction out of  yelling gibberish and descriptions of  sex acts at 
people.  Reed Genitalia is set to explore the final frontier and eliminate the social interac-
tion involved in showing people your genitals.”

           The completely anonymous service is simple.  A prospective user of  Reed Genita-
lia sends a message containing a photo of  their genitals to the service’s Facebook or Tum-
blr page.  Reed Genitalia will not only add the genital photo to their photo collection on 
both sites, but will also “print out leaflets of  seven randomly selected genitals to distribute 
at lunchtime every other Wednesday, because why not.”

           “I’m excited,” said an anonymous Reedie, who refused to give his name but did 
offer to disclose if  he was circumcised or not (he wasn’t.)  “Chat Roulette is great and all, 
but I want people I know to see my penis without knowing my identity.”

           Reed Genitalia has yet to launch, but approximately 80% of  Reedies have already 
“liked” its page on Facebook and subsequently posted a status complaining about and 
mocking the service.

The teenage demographic will go for this...right?
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